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ABSTRACT
Can machines trace human knowledge like humans? Knowledge
tracing (KT) is a fundamental task in a wide range of applications
in education, such as massive open online courses (MOOCs), intel-
ligent tutoring systems, educational games, and learning manage-
ment systems. It models dynamics in a student’s knowledge states
in relation to dierent learning concepts through their interactions
with learning activities. Recently, several aempts have been made
to use deep learning models for tackling the KT problem. Although
these deep learning models have shown promising results, they
have limitations: either lack the ability to go deeper to trace how
specic concepts in a knowledge state are mastered by a student,
or fail to capture long-term dependencies in an exercise sequence.
In this paper, we address these limitations by proposing a novel
deep learning model for knowledge tracing, namely Sequential
Key-Value Memory Networks (SKVMN). is model unies the
strengths of recurrent modelling capacity and memory capacity
of the existing deep learning KT models for modelling student
learning. We have extensively evaluated our proposed model on
ve benchmark datasets. e experimental results show that (1)
SKVMN outperforms the state-of-the-art KT models on all datasets,
(2) SKVMN can beer discover the correlation between latent con-
cepts and questions, and (3) SKVMN can trace the knowledge state
of students dynamics, and a leverage sequential dependencies in
an exercise sequence for improved predication accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
One of the prominent features of human intelligence is the ability to
track their current knowledge states in mastering specic skills or
concepts. is enables humans to identify gaps in their knowledge
states to personalise their learning experience. With the success
of articial intelligence (AI) in modeling various areas of human
cognition [7, 10, 19, 21, 34], the question has arisen: can machines
trace human knowledge like humans? is motivated the study of
knowledge tracing (KT), which aims to model the knowledge states
of students in mastering skills and concepts, through a sequence of
learning activities they participate in [6, 26, 36].
Knowledge tracing is of fundamental importance to a wide range
of applications in education, such as massive open online courses
(MOOCs), intelligent tutoring systems, educational games, and
learning management systems. Improvements in knowledge trac-
ing can drive novel techniques to advance human learning. For
example, knowledge tracing can be used to discover students’ in-
dividual learning needs so that personalised learning and support
can be provided to fulll diverse capabilities of each student [15].
It can also be used by human experts to design new measures of
student learning and new teaching materials based on learning
strengths and weaknesses of students [27]. Nonetheless, tracing
human knowledge using machines is a rather challenging task. is
is due to the complexity of human learning behaviors (e.g., mem-
orising, guessing, forgeing, etc.) and the inherent diculties of
modeling human knowledge (i.e. skills and prior background) [26].
Existing knowledge tracing models can be generally classied
into two categories: traditional machine learning KT models and
deep learning KT models. Among traditional machine learning KT
models, Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) is the most popular [6],
which models the knowledge tracing problem as predicting the state
of a dynamical system that has hidden latent variables (i.e. learning
concepts). In addition to BKT, probabilistic graphical models such as
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [1, 6] or Bayesian belief networks
[32] have also been used to model knowledge tracing. To keep the
inference computation tractable, traditional machine learning KT
models use discrete random state variables with simple transition
regimes, which limits their ability to represent complex dynamics
between learning concepts. Moreover, these models oen assume a
rst-order Markov chain for an exercise sequence (i.e. considering
the most recent observation to be representing the whole history)
which also limits their ability to model long-term dependencies in
an exercise sequence.
Inspired by recent advances in deep learning [19], several deep
learning KT models have been proposed. A pioneer work by Piech
et al. [26] reported Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT), which uses a
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) with Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) units [11, 31] to predict student performance on new exer-
cises given their past learning history. In DKT, a student’s knowl-
edge states are represented by a sequence of hidden states that
successively encode relevant information from past observations
over time. Although DKT has achieved substantial improvements in
prediction performance over BKT, due to the limitation of represent-
ing a knowledge state by one hidden state, it lacks the ability to go
deeper to trace how specic concepts are mastered by a student (i.e.,
concept states) in a knowledge state. To deal with this limitation,
Dynamic Key-Value Memory Networks (DKVMN) [36] was proposed
to model a student’s knowledge state as a complex function over
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Figure 1: An illustration of how a student’s knowledge states are evolving for a sequence of 50 exercises in the dataset ASSIST-
ments2009 using: (a) DKVMN and (b) SKVMN.ere are 5 concepts {c1, . . . , c5} underlying these 50 exercises. Each row depicts
the evolution of the concept states for a specic concept, and each column depicts the knowledge state at a certain time step.
all underlying concept states using a key-value memory. eir idea
of augmenting DKVMN with an auxiliary memory follows the con-
cepts of Memory-Augmented Neural Networks (MANN) [12, 28].
However, DKVMN acquires the knowledge growth through the
most recent exercise and thus fails to capture long-term dependen-
cies in an exercise sequence (i.e., relevant past experience to a new
observation).
In this paper, we present a new KT model, called Sequential
Key-Value Memory Networks (SKVMN). is model provides three
advantages over the existing deep learning KT models:
• First, SKVMN unies the strengths of both recurrent mod-
elling capacity of DKT and memory capacity of DKVMN
for modelling student learning. We observe that, although
a key-value memory can help trace concept states of a stu-
dent, it is not eective in modeling long-term dependencies
on sequential data. We remedy this issue by incorporating
LSTMs into the sequence modelling for a student’s knowl-
edge states over time. us, SKVMN is not only augmented
with a key-value memory to enhance representation ca-
pability of knowledge states at each time step, but also
can provide recurrent modelling capability for capturing
dependencies among knowledge states at dierent time
steps in a sequence.
• Second, SKVMN uses a modied LSTM with hops, called
Hop-LSTM, in its sequence modelling. Hop-LSTM deviates
from the standard LSTM architecture by using a triangu-
lar layer for discovering sequential dependencies between
exercises in a sequence. en, the model may hop across
LSTM cells according to the relevancy of the latent learn-
ing concepts. is enables relevant exercises that correlate
to similar concepts to be processed together. In doing
so, the inference becomes faster and the capacity of cap-
turing long-term dependencies in an exercise sequence is
enhanced.
• ird, SKVMN improves the write process of DKVMN
in order to beer represent knowledge states stored in a
key-value memory. In DKVMN, the current knowledge
state is not considered when calculating the knowledge
growth of a new exercise. is means that the previous
learning experience is ignored. For example, when a stu-
dent aempts the same question multiple times, the same
knowledge growth would be added to the knowledge state,
regardless of whether the student has previously answered
this question or how many times the answers were correct.
SKVMN solves this issue by using a summary vector as
input for the write process, which reects both the current
knowledge state of a student and the prior diculty of a
new question.
We have extensively evaluated our proposed model SKVMN on
ve well-established KT benchmark datasets, and compared it with
the state-of-the-art KT models. e experimental results show that
(1) SKVMN outperforms the existing KT models, including DKT
and DKVMN, on all ve datasets, (2) SKVMN can beer discover the
correlation between latent concepts and questions, and (3) SKVMN
can the knowledge state of students dynamics, and leverage sequen-
tial dependencies between exercises in an exercise sequence for
improved predication accuracy.
Figure 1 illustrates how a student’s knowledge states are evolving
as the student aempts a sequence of 50 exercises in DKVMN and
SKVMN. We can see that, compared with the knowledge states
of DKVMN depicted in Figure 1.(a), our model SKVMN provides
a smoother transition between two successive concept states as
depicted in Figure 1.(b). Moreover, SKVMN captures a smooth,
progressive evolution of knowledge states over time (i.e., through
this exercise sequence), which more accurately reects the way a
student learns (will be discussed in detail in Section 5.4).
e reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
denes the knowledge tracing problem. Section 3 presents our pro-
posed KT model SKVMN. Sections 4 and 5 discuss the experimental
design and results. e related work is presented in Section 6. We
conclude the paper in Section 7.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the SKVMN model at time step t, where qt is the input question, the exercise history X =
〈(q1, y1) , (q2, y2) , . . . , (qt−1, yt−1)〉, and each fi is the summary vector of the question qi for i ∈ [1, t]: (a) the model has four layers,
namely the embedding, memory, sequence and output layers; and (b) sequential dependencies among questions in X.
2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Broadly speaking, knowledge tracing is to track down students’
knowledge states over time through a sequence of observations
on how the students interact with given learning activities. In this
paper, we formulate knowledge tracing as a sequence prediction
problem in machine learning, which learns the knowledge state of
a student based on an exercise answering history.
Let Q =
{
q1, . . . ,q |Q |
}
be the set of all distinct question tags in a
dataset. Each qi ∈ Q may have a dierent level of diculty, which
is not explicitly provided. An exercise xi is a pair (qi, yi) consisting
of a question tag qi and a binary variable yi ∈ {0, 1} representing
the answer, where 0 means that qi is incorrectly answered and 1
means that qi is correctly answered. When a student interacts with
the questions in Q, a history of exercises X = 〈x1,x2, . . . ,xt−1〉
undertaken by the student can be observed. Based on a history of
exercises X = 〈x1,x2, . . . ,xt−1〉, we want to predict the probability
of correctly answering a new question at time step t by the student,
i.e., pt = (yt = 1|qt,X).
We assume that the questions in Q are associated with N latent
concepts C. e concept state of each latent concept ci ∈ C is a
random variable describing the mastery level of the student on
this latent concept. At each time step t, the knowledge state of a
student is modelled as a set of all concept states of the student, each
corresponding to a latent concept in C at time step t.
3 SEQUENTIAL KEY-VALUE MEMORY
NETWORKS
In this section, we introduce our model Sequential Key-Value Mem-
ory Networks (SKVMN). We rst present an overview for SKVMN.
en, we show how a key-value memory can be aended, read and
wrien in our model. To leverage sequential dependencies among
latent concepts for predication, we then present a modied LSTMs,
called Hop-LSTMs. Lastly, we discuss the optimisation techniques
used in the model.
3.1 Model Overview
e SKVMN model is augmented with a key-value memory 〈Mk,Mv〉
following the work in [36], i.e., a pair of one static matrix Mk of
size N × dk, called the key matrix, and one dynamic matrix Mv of
size N × dv, called the value matrix. Both the key matrix and the
value matrix have the same N memory slots, but they may dier in
their state dimensions dk and dv. e key matrix stores the latent
concepts underlying questions, and the value matrix stores the
concept states of a student (i.e., the knowledge state) which can be
changed dynamically based on student learning.
Given an input question qt at time step t, the SKVMN model
retrieves the knowledge state of a student from the key-value mem-
ory 〈Mk,Mv〉, and predicts the probability of correctly answering
the question qt by the student. Figure 2.(a) illustrates the SKVMN
model at time step t, which consists of four layers: the embedding,
memory, sequence and output layers.
• e embedding layer is responsible for mapping an in-
put question at time step t into a high-dimensional vector
space.
• e memory layer involves two processes: aention and
read, where the aention process provides an addressing
mechanism for the input question qt to allocate the relevant
information from the key-value memory, and the read
process uses the aention vector to retrieve the current
knowledge state of the student from the value matrix Mvt .
e details of the aention and read processes will be
discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
• e sequence layer consists of a set of recurrently con-
nected LSTM cells, where LSTM cells are connected based
on their sequential dependencies determined by a Trian-
gular layer as depicted in Figure 2.(b). e details of the
sequence layer will be discussed in Section 3.3.
• e output layer generates the probability of correctly
answering the input question qt.
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Aer a student has aempted the input question qt with the an-
swer yt, the value matrix in the key-value memory of the SKVMN
model needs to be updated in order to reect the latest knowledge
state of the student. Figure 3 depicts how the value matrix is tran-
sited from Mvt at time step t to M
v
t+1 at time step t + 1 using the
write process. e details of the write process will be discussed in
Section 3.2.3.
3.2 Attention, Read and Write
ere are three processes relating to access to a key-value mem-
ory in our model: aention, read and write. In the following, we
elaborate these processes.
3.2.1 Aention. Given a question qt ∈ Q as input, the model
represents qt as a “one-hot” vector of length |Q| in which all entries
are zero, except for the entry that corresponds to qt.
In order to map qt into a continuous vector space, qt is multiplied
by an embedding matrix A∈ R |Q |×dk , which generates a continuous
embedding vector kt ∈ Rdk , where dk is the embedding dimension.
en, an aention vector wt is obtained by applying the Somax
function to the inner product between the embedding vector kt and
each key slot Mk(i) in the key matrix Mk as follows:
wt(i) = Somax(kTt Mk(i)) (1)
where Somax(zi) = ezi/∑j ezj . Conceptually, wt represents the
correlation between the question qt and the underlying latent con-
cepts stored in the key matrix Mk.
3.2.2 Read. For each exercise xt = (qt, yt), the model uses its
corresponding aention vector wt to retrieve the concept states of
the student with regard to the question qt from the value matrix
Mvt . Specically, the read process takes the aention vector wt
as input and yields a read vector rt which is the weighted sum of
all values being aended by wt in the memory slots of the value
matrix Mvt , i.e.,
rt =
N∑
i=1
wt(i)Mvt (i) (2)
e read vector rt is concatenated with the embedding vector kt.
en, the combined vector is fed to a Tanh layer to calculate the
summary vector ft:
ft = Tanh(WT1 [rt, kt] + b1) (3)
where Tanh(zi) = (ezi − e−zi )/(ezi + e−zi ), W1 is the weight matrix
of the Tanh layer, and b1 is the bias vector. While the read vector
rt represents the student’s knowledge state with respect to the
relevant concepts of the current question qt, the summary vector ft
adds prior information of the question (e.g., the level of diculty) to
this knowledge state. Intuitively, ft represents how well the student
has mastered the latent concepts relevant to the question qt before
aempting this question.
3.2.3 Write. e write process occurs each time aer the stu-
dent has aempted a question. e purpose of this write process
is to update the concept states of the student in the value matrix
Mvt using the knowledge growth gained through aempting the
question qt. is update leads to the transition of the value matrix
from from Mvt to M
v
t+1 as depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: An illustration of the write process in the SKVMN
model, which transits the valuematrix fromMvt at time step
t toMvt+1 at time step t + 1, where (ft, yt) and wt are the input
to the write process at time step t.
To calculate the knowledge growth, our model considers not
only the correctness of the answer yt for qt, but also the student’s
mastery level of the concept states ft before aempting qt. Each
(ft, yt) is represented as a vector of length 2|Q| and multiplied by an
embedding matrixB∈ R2 |Q |×dv to get a write vector vt, which repre-
sents the knowledge growth of the student obtained by aempting
the question.
Similar to other memory augmented networks [12, 36], the write
process proceeds with two gates: erase gate and add gate. e former
controls what information to erase from the knowledge state aer
aempting the latest exercise xt, while the laer controls what
information to add into the knowledge state. From the knowledge
tracing perspective, these two gates capture the forgeing and
enhancing aspects of learning knowledge, respectively.
With the write vector vt for the knowledge growth, an erase
vector et is calculated as:
et = sigmoid(WTe · vt + be) (4)
where Sigmoid(zi) = 1/(1 + e−zi ) and We is the weight matrix. Us-
ing the aention vector wt, the value matrix M˜vt+1 aer applying
the erase vector et is
M˜vt+1(i) = Mvt (i)[1 −wt(i)et]. (5)
en, an add vector at is calculated by
at = Tanh(WTa · vt + ba) (6)
where Wa is the weight matrix. Finally, the value matrix Mvt+1 for
the next knowledge state is updated as:
Mvt+1(i) = M˜vt+1(i) +wt(i)at (7)
3.3 Sequence Modelling
Now we discuss the sequence modelling approach used at the se-
quence layer for predicting the probability of correctly answering
the question qt based on the exercise history.
3.3.1 Sequential dependencies. An exercise history X of a
student may contain a long sequence of exercises, for example,
the average sequence length in the ASSISTments2009 dataset is
233 ± 100 questions per sequence. However, as dierent exercises
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may correlate to dierent latent concepts, not all exercises in X can
equally contribute to the prediction of answering a given question
qt. us, we observe that, by hopping across irrelevant exercises in
X with regard to qt, recurrent models can be applied on a shorter
and more relevant sequence, leading to more ecient and accurate
prediction performance.
For each question in Q, since its aention vector reects the cor-
relation between this question and the latent concepts in C, we con-
sider that the similarity between two aention vectors can provide
a good indication of how their corresponding questions are relevant
in terms of their correlations with latent concepts. For example, sup-
pose that we have three latent concepts C = {c1, c2, c3}, and two
aention vectors w1 = [0.15, 0.25, 0.6]T and w2 = [0.2, 0.3, 0.5]T
that correspond to the questions q1 and q2, respectively. en q1
and q2 are considered as being relevant if both w1 and w2 are
mapped to a vector [0, 0, 1]T where 0, 1 and 2 refer to the value
ranges “low”, “middle” and “high”, respectively.
Now, the question is: how to identify similar aention vectors?
For this, we use the triangular membership function [17]:
µ(x) =max(min(x − a
b − a ,
c − x
c − b ), 0), (8)
where the parameters a and c determine the feet and the param-
eter b determines the peak of a triangle. We use three triangular
membership functions for three value ranges: low (0), medium (1),
and high (2). Each real-valued component in an aention vector is
mapped to one of the three value ranges. Each aention vector wt
is associated with an identity vector dt. Similar aention vectors
have the same identity vector, while dissimilar aention vectors
have dierent identity vectors.
en, at each time step t, for the current question qt and an
exercise history X, we say qt is sequentially dependent on qt−λ
in X with λ ∈ (0, t), denoted as qt−λ ← qt, if the following two
conditions are satised:
• e aention vectors of qt−λ and qt have the same identity
vector, i.e., dt−λ = dt, and
• ere is no other qj in X such that dj = dt and j > t − λ,
i.e., qt−λ is the most recent exercise in X that is relevant to
qt.
Over time, given a sequence of questions 〈q1, q2, . . . , q |Q |〉, we thus
have an exercise history X′ in which exercises are partitioned into a
set of subsequences {X′1, . . . ,X′n} with Σnk=1 |X′k | = |X′ | and, for any
two consecutive exercises (qi, yi) and
(
qj, yj
)
in the subsequence
X′k, qj is sequentially dependent on qi, i.e. qi ← qj. In Figure 2,
based on the sequential dependencies presented in Figure 2.(b),
X is partitioned into 〈q1, q4, . . . , qt〉 and 〈q2, q3, q5, . . . 〉, which
correspond to the recurrently connected LSTM cells depicted in
Figure 2.(a). We will discuss further details in the following.
3.3.2 Hop-LSTM. Based on sequence dependencies between
exercises in a sequence, a modied LSTM with hops, called Hop-
LSTM, is used to predict the probability of correctly answering
a new question by a student. Dierent from the standard LSTM
architecture, Hop-LSTM allows us to recurrently connect the LSTM
cells for questions based on the relevance of their latent concepts.
More precisely, two LSTM cells in Hop-LSTM are connected only
if the input question of one LSTM cell is sequentially dependent
on the input question of the other LSTM cell. is means that Hop-
LSTM has the capability of hopping across the LSTM cells when
their input questions are irrelevant to the current question qt.
Formally, at each time step t, for the question qt, if there is an
exercise (qt−λ , yt−λ) ∈ X with λ ∈ (0, t) and qt−λ ← qt, then the
current LSTM cell takes the summary vector ft and the hidden
state ht−λ as input. Moreover, this LSTM cell updates the cell state
ct−λ into the cell state ct , and generates the new hidden state ht as
output. As in [13], the LSTM cell used in our work has three gates:
forget gate gt , input gate it , and output gate ot in addition to the
hidden state ht and the cell state ct :
gt = Siдmoid(Wд[ht−λ , ft ] + bд) (9)
it = Siдmoid(Wi [ht−λ , ft ] + bi ) (10)
ot = Siдmoid(Wo [ht−λ , ft ] + bo ) (11)
c˜t = Tanh(Wc [ht−λ , ft ] + bc ) (12)
ct = gt  ct−λ + it  c˜t (13)
ht = ot  Tanh(ct ) (14)
en, the output vector ht of the curent LSTM cell is sent to
a Sigmoid layer, which calculates the probability pt of correctly
answering the current question qt by
pt = Siдmoid(WT2 · ht + b2). (15)
3.4 Model Optimisation
To optimise the model, we use the cross-entropy loss function
between the predicted probability of being correctly answered pt
and the true answer yt. e following objective function is dened
over training data:
L= −
∑
t
(yt log pt + (1 − yt) log(1 − pt)) (16)
We initialise of the memory matrices (Mkt and M
v
t ) and embed-
ding matrices (A and B) using a random Gaussian distribution
N (0,σ ). While for weights and biases of the neural layers, we use
Glorot uniform random initialization [9] for a faster convergence.
ese randomly initialized parameters are optimized using the sto-
chastic gradient decent (SGD) mechanism [3]. As we use Hop-LSTM
at the sequence layer, during the backpropagation of the gradients,
only the parameters of the connected LSTM cells (i.e. the ones
responsible for the current prediction error) are updated. Other
parameters, such as the embedding matrices, weight matrices, and
bias vectors, are updated in each backpropagation iteration based
on loss function values.
Note that, through training, the model can discover relevant
latent concepts for each question and store their state values in the
value matrix Mv.
4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the experiments of evaluating our pro-
posed model SKVMN against the state-of-the-art KT models. ese
experiments aim to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: What is the optimal size for a key-value memory (i.e., the
key and value matrices) of SKVMN?
RQ2: How does SKVMN perform on predicting a student’s an-
swers of new questions, given an exercise history?
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RQ3: How does SKVMN perform on discovering the correlation
between latent concepts and questions?
RQ4: How does SKVMN perform on capturing the evolution of
a student’s knowledge states?
4.1 Datasets
We use ve well-established datasets in the KT literature [15, 26, 36].
Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the data sets.
• Synthetic-51: is dataset consists of two subsets: one
for training and one for testing. Each subset contains 50
distinct questions which were answered by 4, 000 virtual
students. A total number of 200, 000 exercises (i.e. (qt, yt))
are contained in the dataset.
• ASSISTments20092: is dataset was collected during
the school year 2009 − 2010 using the ASSISTments online
education website 3. e dataset consists of 110 distinct
questions answered by 4, 151 students which gives a total
number of 325, 637 exercises.
• ASSISTments20154: As an update to the ASSISTments2009
dataset, this dataset was released in 2015. It includes 100
distinct questions answered by 19, 840 students with a total
number of 683, 801 exercises. is dataset has the largest
number of students among the other datasets. Albeit, the
average number of exercises per student is low. e orig-
inal dataset also has some incorrect answer values (i.e.
yi < {0, 1}), which are removed during preprocessing.
• Statics20115: is datasets was collected from a statistics
course at Carnegie Mellon University during Fall 2011. It
contains 1, 223 distinct questions answered by 333 under-
graduate students with a total number of 189, 297 exer-
cises. is dataset has the highest exercise per student
ratio among all datasets.
• JunyiAcademy6: is dataset was collected from Junyi
Academy 7, which is an education website of providing
learning materials and exercises on various scientic courses,
on 2015 [5]. It contains 722 distinct questions answered
by 199, 549 students with a total number of 25, 628, 935
exercises. It is the largest dataset in terms of the number
of exercises.
4.2 Baselines
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we
select the following three KT models as the baselines:
– Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) [6], which is based on
Bayesian inference in which a knowledge state is mod-
elled as a set of binary variables, each representing the
understanding of a single concept.
1Synthetic-5:hps://github.com/chrispiech/DeepKnowledgeTracing/tree/master
/data/synthetic
2ASSISTments2009:hps://sites.google.com/site/assistmentsdata/home/assistment-
2009-2010-data/skill-builder-data-2009-2010
3hps://www.assistments.org/
4ASSISTments2015:hps://sites.google.com/site/assistmentsdata/home/2015-
assistments-skill-builder-data
5Statics2011:hps://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/ DatasetInfo?datasetId=507
6Junyi2015: hps://datashop.web.cmu.edu/DatasetInfo?datasetId=1198
7hps://www.junyiacademy.org/
Table 1: Dataset statistics
Dataset #estions #Students #Exercises #Exercisesper student
Synthetic-5 50 4, 000 200, 000 50
ASSISTments2009 110 4, 151 325, 637 78
ASSISTments2015 100 19, 840 683, 801 34
Statics2011 1, 223 333 189, 297 568
JunyiAcademy 722 199, 549 25, 628, 935 128
Table 2: Comparison of SKVMN with DKVMN under dif-
ferent numbers of memory slots N and state dimensions d,
where m refers to the number of parameters in each setting.
Dataset d N SKVMN DKVMN
AUC (%) m AUC (%) m
Synthetic-5
10 50 83.11 15K 82.00 12k
50 50 83.67 30k 82.66 25k
100 50 84.00 57k 82.73 50k
200 50 83.73 140k 82.71 130k
ASSISTments2009
10 10 83.63 7.8k 81.47 7k
50 20 82.87 35k 81.57 31k
100 10 82.72 71k 81.42 68k
200 20 82.63 181k 81.37 177k
ASSISTments2015
10 20 74.84 16k 72.68 14k
50 10 74.50 31k 72.66 29k
100 50 74.24 66k 72.64 63k
200 50 74.20 163k 72.53 153k
Statics2011
10 10 84.50 92.8k 82.72 92k
50 10 84.85 199k 82.84 197k
100 10 84.70 342k 82.71 338k
200 10 84.76 653k 82.70 649k
JunyiAcademy
10 20 82.50 16k 79.63 14k
50 10 82.41 31k 79.48 29k
100 50 82.67 66k 79.54 63k
200 50 82.32 163k 80.27 153k
– Deep knowledge tracing (DKT) [26] which uses recurrent
neural networks to model student learning.
– Dynamic key-value memory networks (DKVMN) [36] which
extends the memory-augmented neural networks (MANN)
by a key-value memory and is considered as the state-of-
the-art model for knowledge tracing.
Our proposed model is referred to as SKVMN in the experiments.
4.3 Measures
We use the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve, referred to as AUC [20], to measure the prediction perfor-
mance of the KT models. e AUC ranges in value from 0 to 1.
An AUC score of 0.5 means random prediction (i.e. coin ipping).
e higher an AUC score goes above 0.5, the more accurately a
predictive model can perform.
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Figure 4: e ROC curve results of the four models BKT, DKT, DKVMN, and SKVMN over ve datasets: (a) ASSISTments2009,
(b) ASSISTments2015, (c) Statics2011, (d) Synthetic-5, and (e) JunyiAcademy.
4.4 Evaluation Settings
We divided each dataset into 70% for training and validation and 30%
for testing, except for Synthetic-5. is is because, as mentioned
before, Synthetic-5 itself contains the training and test subsets of
the same size. For each training and validation subset, we further
divided it using the 5-fold cross validation (e.g. 80% for training and
20% for validation). e validation subset was used to determine
the optimal values for the hyperparameters, including the memory
slot dimensions dk for the key matrix and dv for the value matrix.
Table 3: e AUC results of the four models BKT, DKT,
DKVMN, and SKVMN over all datasets.
Dataset BKT DKT DKVMN SKVMN
Synthetic-5 62.0 ± 0.02 80.3 ± 0.1 82.7 ± 0.1 84.0 ± 0.04
ASSISTments2009 63.1 ± 0.01 80.5 ± 0.2 81.6 ± 0.1 83.6 ± 0.06
ASSISTments2015 64.2 ± 0.03 72.5 ± 0.1 72.7 ± 0.1 74.8 ± 0.07
Statics2011 73.0 ± 0.01 80.2 ± 0.2 82.8 ± 0.1 84.9 ± 0.06
JunyiAcademy 65.0 ± 0.02 79.2 ± 0.1 80.3 ± 0.4 82.7 ± 0.01
We utilised the Adam optimizer [16] for SGD implementation
with momentum of 0.9 and learning rate γ of 0.01 annealed using a
cosine function every 15 epochs for 120 epochs, then it remains xed
at 0.001. e LSTM gradients were clipped to improve the training
[25]. For the other baselines, we follow the optimisation procedures
indicated in the original work for each of them [6, 26, 36].
A mini-batch of 32 is selected during the training for all datasets,
except Synthetic-5, for which we use a mini-batch of 8 due to the
relatively small number of training samples (i.e. exercises) in the
dataset [2]. For each dataset, the training process is repeated ve
times, each time using a dierent initialization. We report the
average test AUC and the standard deviation over these ve runs.
For the Triangular layer, the hyper-parameter values (a,b, c) of
each triangular membership function are set based on the empirical
analysis of each dataset.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present the experimental results and discuss our
observations from the obtained results.
5.1 Hyperparameters N and d
To explore how the sizes of the key and value matrices can aect the
model performance, we have conducted experiments to compare
SKVMN with DKVMN under dierent numbers of memory slots N
and state dimensions d, where d = dk = dv so as to be consistent
with the previous work [36]. In order to allow a fair comparison
between the models SKVMN and DKVMN, we select the same set
of state dimensions, (i.e. d = 10, 50, 100, 200) and the same corre-
sponding numbers of memory slots N on the datasets Synthetic-5,
ASSISTments2009, ASSISTments2015 and Statics2011 to report the
AUC results, following the seings originally reported in [36]. For
the dataset JunyiAcademy, it was not considered in the previous
work [36]. Considering that JunyiAcademy has the largest num-
bers of students and exercises among all datasets, we use the same
seings for the numbers of memory slots and state dimensions as
the ones for the second largest dataset ASSISTments2015. Table 2
presents the AUC results for all ve datasets.
As shown in Table 2, compared with DKVMN, our model SKVMN
can produce beer AUC results with comparable parameters on the
datasets Synthetic-5, ASSISTments2015 and Statics2011, and with
fewer parameters on the datasets ASSISTments2009 and JunyiA-
cademy. Particularly, for the dataset ASSISTments2009, SKVMN
yields an AUC at 83.63% with N=10, d=10 and m=7.8k, whereas
DKVMN yields an AUC at 81.57% with N=20, d=50 and m=31k
(nearly 4 times of 7.8k). Similarly, for the dataset JunyiAcademy,
SKVMN yields an AUC at 82.67% with N=50, d=100 and m=66k,
whereas DKVMN yields an AUC at 80.27% with N=50, d=200 and
m=153k (more than twice of 66k).
Note that, the optimal value of N for ASSISTments2015 is higher
than the one for its previous version (i.e. ASSISTments2009). is
implies that the number of latent concepts N increases in ASSIST-
ments2015 in comparison to ASSISTments2009. Moreover, the
optimal value of d generally reects the complexity of the exercises
in a dataset, and the dataset JunyiAcademy has exercises of higher
complexity than other real-world datasets.
5.2 Prediction Accuracy
We have conducted experiments on comparing the AUC results
of our model SKVMN with the other three KT models: BKT, DKT,
and DKVMN. Table 3 presents the AUC results of all the mod-
els. It can be seen that our model SKVMN outperformed the
other models over all the ve datasets. Particularly, the SKVMN
model achieved an average AUC value that is at least 2% higher
than the state-of-art model DKVMN on all real-world datasets AS-
SISTments2009, ASSISTments2015, Statics2011, and JunyiAcademy.
Even for the only synthetic dataset (i.e. Synthetic-5), the SKVMN
model achieved an average AUC value of 84.0±0.04, in comparison
with 82.7 ± 0.1 achieved by DKVMN. Note that the AUC values
on ASSISTments2015 are the lowest among all datasets, regardless
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Clustering results of questions in the dataset AS-
SISTments2009 using: (a) DKVMN, and (b) SKVMN, where
questions in the same color are correlating to the same la-
tent concept.
Table 4: estion descriptions in the dataset ASSIST-
ments2009, where the questions are clustered according to
latent concepts being discovered by SKVMN.
21  Multiplication and Division Integers  
23  Absolute Value  
25  Subtraction Whole Numbers 
27  Order of Operations +,-,/,* () positive reals 29  
Counting Methods 
33  Ordering Integers  
38  Rounding  
41  Finding Percents  
58  Solving for a variable  
61  Estimation  
62  Ordering Real Numbers  
73  Prime Number  
74  Multiplication and Division Positive Decimals  
90  Multiplication Whole Numbers 
1  Area Trapezoid 
39  Volume Rectangular Prism  
40  Order of Operations All 
50  Pythagorean Theorem  
64  Surface Area Rectangular Prism  
68  Area Circle 
75  Volume Sphere  
81  Area Rectangle 
82  Area Triangle 
83  Area Parallelogram  
85  Surface Area Cylinder  
92  Rotations 
93  Reflection 
6 Stem and Leaf Plot  
32 Box and Whisker  
35 Percent Of  
42 Pattern Finding  
52 Congruence  
56 Reading a Ruler or Scale  
69 Least Common Multiple  
71Angles on Parallel Lines Cut by a Transversal  
79 Solving Inequalities  
98 Intercept  
100 Slope  
103 Recognize Linear Pattern  
104 Simplifying Expressions positive exponents 
108 Recognize Quadratic Pattern
43  Write Linear Equation from Situation 
70  Equation Solving More Than Two Steps  
72  Write Linear Equation from Ordered Pairs  
88  Solving Systems of Linear Equations 
89  Solving Systems of Linear Equations by 
Graphing 
97  Choose an Equation from Given Information  
99   Linear Equations  
109 Finding Slope From Equation  
101 Angles - Obtuse, Acute, and Right
54 Interior Angles Triangle 
57 Perimeter of a Polygon  
63 Scale Factor  
65 Scientific Notation  
67 Percents  
76 Computation with Real Numbers  
87 Greatest Common Factor  
91 Polynomial Factors  
94 Translations  
95 Midpoint  
106 Finding Slope From Situation 
2  Area Irregular Figure 
4  Table  
11 Histogram as Table or Graph   
17  Scatter Plot  
28  Calculations with Similar Figures  
48  Nets of 3D Figures 
53  Interior Angles Figures with More than 3 Sides  
66  Write Linear Equation from Graph  
77  Number Line  
80  Unit Conversion Within a System  
86  Volume Cylinder  
96  Interpreting Coordinate Graphs  
105 Finding Slope from Ordered Pairs 
14  Proportion  
18  Addition and Subtraction Positive Decimals  
22  Addition Whole Numbers   
20  Addition and Subtraction Integers  
24  Addition and Subtraction Fractions  
26  Equation Solving Two or Fewer Steps  
31  Circumference  
44  Square Root 
49  Complementary and Supplementary Angles  
102 Distributive Property  
110 Quadratic Formula to Solve Quadratic Equation 
3 Probability of Two Distinct Events 
5 Median  
7 Mode  
8 Mean  
9 Range  
10  Venn Diagram  
12 Circle Graph  
16 Probability of a Single Event 
51 D.4.8-understanding-concept-of-probabilities  
78 Rate
36 Unit Rate  
45 Algebraic Simplification  
46 Algebraic Solving  
47 Percent Discount  
55 Divisibility Rules  
59 Exponents  
84 Effect of Changing Dimensions of a Shape Prportionally  
107 Parts of a Polyomial, Terms, Coefficient, Monomial, Exponent, Variable +
13 Equivalent Fractions 
15 Fraction Of  
19 Multiplication Fractions  
30 Ordering Fractions  
34 Conversion of Fraction Decimals Percents 
37 Ordering Positive Decimals  
60 Division Fractions 
of the KT models. is reects the diculty of the KT task in this
dataset due to its lowest exercise per student ratio, which not only
makes the training process more dicult but also limits the eective
use of sequence information to enhance the prediction performance.
Figure 4 illustrates the ROC curves of these four models for each
dataset.
In a nutshell, based on the AUC results in Table 3, we have
the following observations. First, the neural models generally per-
formed beer than the Bayesian inference model (i.e. BKT). is
is due to the power of these models in learning complex student
learning paerns without the need to oversimplify the problem’s
assumption to keep it within the tractable computation limits as the
case in BKT. Second, the memory-augmented models DKVMN and
SKVMN performed beer than the DKT model that does not utilise
an external memory structure. is has empirically veried the
eectiveness of external memory structures in storing past learning
experiences of students, as well as facilitating the access of relevant
information to enhance the prediction performance. ird, the use
of sequential dependencies among exercises in our SKVMN model
enhanced the prediction accuracy in comparison to the DKVMN
model which primarily considers the latest observed exercise.
5.3 Clusteringestions
To provide insights on how our proposed model SKVMN can cor-
relate questions to their latent concepts, In Figure 5.(a)-5.(b), we
present the clustering results of questions based on their corre-
lated concepts in the dataset ASSISTments2009, generated by using
DKVMN and SKVMN, respectively. is dataset was selected for
two reasons. First, it has a reasonable number of questions (i.e., 110),
enabling the visualization of clusters to be readable. Second, each
question in this dataset is provided with a description as depicted in
Table 4, which is useful for validating how well the model discovers
correlations between questions and their latent concepts.
As shown in Figure 5, both DKVMN and SKVMN discover that
there are 10 latent concepts relating to the 110 questions in the
dataset ASSISTments2009, where all questions in one cluster re-
late to common latent concepts and are labelled using the same
color. It can be noticed that SKVMN performs signicantly beer
than DKVMN since the overlapping between dierent clusters in
SKVMN is smaller than in DKVMN. For example, in Figure 5.(a),
question 105 is about curve slop, which is close to the cluster for
geometric concepts in brown colour, while it is placed in the cluster
for equation system concepts in blue colour. Similarly, other over-
laps can be observed such as questions 38, 73, and 26. is indicates
that the eectiveness of SKVMN in discovering latent concepts as
well as discovering questions that relate to these latent concepts.
We can further verify the eectiveness of SKVMN in discovering
latent concepts for questions using the question descriptions in
Table 4. For example, in Figure 5.(b), the questions 13, 19, and 30
fall in the same cluster in pink (top right corner). eir provided
descriptions are “Equivalent Fractions”,“Multiplication Fractions”,
and “Ordering Fractions”, respectively, which are all relevant to
fractions concepts. Similarly, the questions 1, 81, and 92 have the
descriptions “Area Trapezoid”, “Area Rectangle”, and “Rotations”,
respectively. ese questions fall in the same cluster in light blue
(boom right corner) because they are about geometric concepts,
such as area functions and transformations.
Note that, SKVMN depends on identity vectors to aggregate
questions with common concepts together. While the DKVMN
depends on the aention vectors to perform this aggregation.
5.4 Evolution of Knowledge States
As previously discussed in Section 1, the knowledge states of a
student may evolve over time, through learning from a sequence
of exercises. In order to illustrate this evolution process, Figure 1
shows a student’s knowledge states over a sequence of 50 exercises
from the ASSISTments2009 dataset. At each time step, a knowledge
state consists of the concept states of ve concepts {c1, . . . , c5},
which are stored in the value matrix of a key-value memory aug-
mented with DKVMN or SKVMN. Figure 1.(a) shows this student’s
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knowledge states captured by DKVMN, while Figure 1.(b) shows
this student’s knowledge states captured by SKVMN.
In SKVMN, relevant questions are identied as shown in Table 4.
Comparing Figure 1.(a) and Figure 1.(b), it can be visually noticed
that SKVMN has smoother updates to the concept states in the value
matrix than DKVMN. For example, considering the questions 23,
33 and 61, the student answered the rst two questions incorrectly
and the last one correctly, which result in a sudden update to the
value of c3 (i.e., the concept state of c3) in the value matrix of
DKVMN but a smoother update to the concept state of c3 in the
value matrix of SKVMN. Another example is the questions 70 and
88 that correlate to same latent concepts, the student answered the
rst one incorrectly and the second one correctly, which resulted
in a signicant update to the concept state of c3 in the DKVMN’s
memory around indices 18, 19 and 20, while SKVMN’s concept state
of c3 decreased in a smoother manner. is means that SKVMN
considers the past performance of the student in relevance to this
concept. At its core, these dierences in capturing concept states
are due to the fact that DKVMN’s write process only takes the
question and the answer to calculate the erase and add vectors, so
that the knowledge state of DKVMN is biased to the most recently
observed question. SKVNM has resolved this issue by taking into
account the summary vector (i.e., current knowledge state and the
level of diculty of the current question) for the write process.
6 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide a brief review of related research work.
One of the early aempts for developing a KT model was in-
troduced by Corbe and Anderson [6]. eir KT model, called
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT), assumed a knowledge state to
be a binary random variable (i.e. know or do not know) and followed
a Bayesian inference approach to estimate the values of knowledge
states. However, BKT has limitations in modelling dynamics be-
tween dierent concepts due to its oversimplied representation
to make the Bayesian inference tractable. Baker et al. [1] extended
BKT by introducing an additional layer to the Bayesian inference to
represent the contextual information. While their model achieved
beer results, it was still considered only the latest observation as
a rst-order Markov chain. Several aempts have been made to
extend BKT by individualizing the prior distribution of Bayesian
inference parameters [23, 35] so as to customize the model for each
individual student. ese individualization techniques were proved
to reduce prediction errors of the original BKT model. Pardos and
Heernan [24] introduced the use of auxiliary information to the
Bayesian inference process, such as item diculty, and showed that
it can further enhance the prediction accuracy.
With the rise of deep learning models [19] and their achieved
breakthroughs in sequence modelling [29], such as natural language
processing [10, 34], video recognition [7, 21], and signal processing
[33], recent studies adopted deep learning models to address the
KT problem. Piech et al. [26] proposed the deep knowledge tracing
(DKT) model which uses a recurrent neural networks (RNN) [22] to
model dynamics in a past exercise sequence and predicts answers
for new questions. DKT resolved the limitations of Bayesian infer-
ence approaches as RNNs optimization through backpropagation
is tractable. Despite this advance, DKT assumed only one hidden
state variable for representing a student’s knowledge state, which
is an unrealistic assumption for real-world scenarios as a student’s
knowledge can signicantly vary across dierent learning concepts.
To address this limitation, Zhang et al. [36] proposed a model called
Dynamic Key-Value Memory Networks (DKVMN), which followed
the concepts of Memory-Augmented Neural Networks (MANN)
[12, 28]. MANN aim at mimicking the human’s brain functionality
which combines neural spiking for computation with memory for
storing past experiences [8]. Inspired by MANN, DKVMN is aug-
mented with two auxiliary memory structures: the key matrix and
the value matrix. e former is used to keep the concepts under-
lying exercises, while the later one is used to store a knowledge
state across these concepts. Results showed that DKVMN outper-
formed BKT and DKT on standard KT benchmarks, and therefore
it is considered the state-of-the-art KT models. However, DKVMN
only considers the latest exercise embedding when updating the
value matrix, resulting in biased knowledge states that ignore past
learning experience. As an example, if we have three related exer-
cises in a sequence, two being answered correctly and the latest
being answered incorrectly, DKVMN would be biased to the latest
one and update the knowledge state with knowledge loss abruptly.
In addition to this, DKVMN has no model capacity to capture long
dependencies in an exercise sequence. is assumes a rst-order
Markov chain to represent a past exercise sequence, which is not sat-
isfactory in many scenarios. Our proposed KT model has addressed
the limitations from both DKT and DKVMN.
In our proposed KT model, we developed a modied LSTM,
called Hop-LSTM, for sequence modelling. Current recurrent neu-
ral network models (RNNs) and their variants, such as LSTMs [13],
bi-directional RNNs [30], or other gated RNNs [18], provide the
capacity to eectively ingest dependencies in sequential data. How-
ever, when sequences are long, it is still dicult to capture long
term dependencies. One way to alleviate this issue is to only update
a fraction of hidden states based on the current hidden state and in-
put [14]. For example, Yu, Lee and Le [34] proposed a LSTM model
that can jump ahead in a sequence to avoid irrelevant words. e
jump decision was controlled by a policy gradient reinforcement
learning algorithm that works as an active learning technique to
sample only important words for the model. Campos et al. [4] pro-
posed a model by augmenting the standard RNN with a binary state
update gate function which is responsible for deciding whether to
update the hidden state or not based on the number of previous
updates performed and a loss term that balances the number of
updates (i.e. learning speed) with achieved accuracy. Dierent from
these models, we developed Hop-LSTM in relation to a Triangular
layer so that only the hidden states of LSTM cells for relevant exer-
cises are connected. is allows our KT model to identify relevant
skills and prior background from the past learning activities (e.g.,
exercise sequences) for improved prediction accuracy.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a novel model called Sequential Key-
Value Memory Networks (SKVMN) for knowledge tracing. SKVMN
aimed at overcoming the limitations of the existing KT models. It
is augmented with a key-value memory at the memory layer and
a modied LSTM, called Hop-LSTM, at the sequence layer. e
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experimental results showed that our proposed model outperformed
the state-of-the-art models over all datasets. Future work will
consider techniques to automatically tune hyper-parameters for
Knowledge Tracing models.
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